Abstract-Beamspace methods are applied to EEG/MEG source localization problems in this paper. Beamspace processing involves passing the data through a linear transformation that reduces the data dimension prior to applying a desired statistical signal processing algorithm. This process generally reduces the data requirements of the subsequent algorithm. We present one approach for designing beamspace transformations that are optimized to preserve source activity located within a given region of interest and show that substantial reductions in dimension are obtained with negligible signal loss. Beamspace versions of maximum likelihood dipole fitting, MUSIC, and minimum variance beamforming source localization algorithms are presented. The performance improvement offered by the beamspace approach with limited data is demonstrated by bootstrapping somatosensory data to evaluate the variability of the source location estimates obtained with each algorithm. The quantitative benefits of beamspace processing depend on the algorithm, signal to noise ratio, and amount of data. Dramatic performance improvements are obtained in scenarios with low signal to noise ratio and a small number of independent data samples.
I. INTRODUCTION

E
STIMATING the locations of sources of electrical activity in the brain is an important problem in electro-and magnetoencephalography (EEG and MEG) . A large variety of algorithms have been developed for solving the EEG/MEG source localization problem, including multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [1] - [3] , minimum variance spatial filtering methods [4] - [6] , sLORETA [7] , and dipole fitting [8] - [10] . The EEG/MEG source localization problem is particularly difficult because the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is typically very low, the noise is spatially colored and often temporally nonstationary, and the number of data samples containing the activity of interest is often very limited. Scenarios involving both low SNR and a small number of observations are common.
Localization methods that rely on estimating the secondorder statistics of the measured data or related quantities, such as signal/noise subspaces, can provide excellent performance Manuscript received November 20, 2004 given a sufficient number of observations. Examples of such algorithms include MUSIC [1] , minimum variance beamforming (MVB) [4] , [5] , and maximum likelihood dipole fitting (MLDF) [10] . However, in limited data scenarios the estimated second order statistics or subspaces possess considerable variance and localization performance deteriorates. The data requirements for such algorithms generally increase as the number of spatial channels increase. For example, when using the sample covariance matrix to estimate the spatial covariance matrix of the data for MVB, the number of statistically independent data records should be three or more times the number of channels in order to obtain statistically stable source location estimates [4] , [11] , [12] . Consequently, the potential advantages of having large numbers of spatial channels are offset by the requirements for increased data. Analogous problems are well known in radar and sonar statistical signal processing applications. The availability of large numbers of sensors, sometimes in the thousands, offers the potential for improved resolution of closely spaced sources and improved detection of weak sources in noise. However, these advantages are only realized with proportionate increases in data requirements. One approach for reducing the data record requirements in adaptive filtering applications is partial adaptivity, e.g., [13] and [14] , in which the number of adaptive degrees of freedom is intentionally limited. A closely related approach is beamspace processing, e.g., [12] and [15] - [19] , in which the sensor space data is mapped into a lower dimensional space using a linear transformation before applying the desired statistical signal processing algorithm. That is, each data vector is multiplied by a matrix that reduces the dimension of the data vector before processing. Dimension reduction is obtained by designing the beamspace transformation to focus on a limited angular sector of the range of possible source directions. The term beamspace was coined because the spatial response of the columns of the dimension-reducing matrix were often designed to form a set of overlapping directional beams, i.e., they had large gain to a set of directions spanning a desired angular sector and low gain elsewhere. The data requirements for statistical signal processing algorithms applied to the beamspace data are reduced in proportion to the reduction in dimension and the performance attributes of the original large dimension problem are not compromised for signals that originate in the angular sector spanned by the beamspace transformation.
In this paper we apply beamspace methodology to EEG/MEG source localization algorithms. The primary goal is to reduce the data sample requirements for a given performance level, although other benefits such as reduced sensitivity to correlation between sources may also result [20] . We present an approach for designing beamspace transformations that are optimized to preserve sources within a specified region of interest 0018-9294/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE (ROI) within the head, and show that substantial reductions in dimension may be obtained with negligible performance loss for fairly large regions of the brain. Next, we illustrate application of the beamspace approach using three different source localization algorithms: MLDF, MUSIC, and MVB. We demonstrate that our design procedure introduces negligible performance loss in the asymptotic case of known statistics. The performance improvement offered by the beamspace approach with limited data is demonstrated by applying the bootstrap [21] , [22] to MEG subject data obtained using somatosensory stimulation. Bootstrapping is employed to assess the variability of the source location estimates for different numbers of data records using the original and beamspace algorithms. Remarkable reductions in variability are observed in many cases, especially when the number of data records is small.
Gross and Ioannides [23] present several criteria for designing linear transformations of MEG data, one of which is similar to the method we describe here. However, the scope of this paper differs in that our purpose is not limited to transformation design, but also to assess the potential benefits of using dimension reducing transformations in a source localization context. In principle any data independent transformation may be used for beamspace processing, e.g., the signal space separation basis of Taulu, et al. [24] . Reductions in data requirements are primarily dependent on the beamspace dimension. However, any potential performance loss associated with reducing dimension, for example, loss of resolution, depends on the specific transformation design and the subsequent algorithm.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Design of beamspace transformations for a specified ROI and beamspace versions of MVB, MUSIC, and MLDF algorithms are given in Section II. The bootstrap results for determining estimated source location variability are given in Section III. Section IV contains thorough discussion of the results and Section V summarizes the paper. Bold face lower and upper case symbols denote vectors and matrices, repectively, while and represents the trace and determinant of , respectively.
II. METHODS
Let the vector represent the magnetic field strength measured across all sensors at epoch and time
. Assume the data consists of dipolar sources plus noise, in which case we may write (1) Here, is the lead field matrix whose columns are the forward fields for unit amplitude dipoles in the , , and directions, and is the dipole moment at location , epoch , and time . The noise is represented by . Assuming the dipole moment orientation is fixed, we may write , where is the unit-norm moment orientation vector for location and the scalar describes the variation of the moment amplitude across epochs and time.
We denote the beamspace transformation using the matrix and obtain the dimensional beam space data vectors as . We assume the columns of are orthonormal without loss of generality.
A. Beamspace Transformation Design
The process of transforming into beamspace discards information in the data and, thus, can result in undesired performance characteristics, such as loss of resolution or reduced ability to detect sources, if the transformation is not chosen appropriately. In this subsection we present one method for designing that is based on minimizing the average error between the original and beamspace representation of sources.
The beamspace data may be interpreted geometrically as the coordinates of the data in the space spanned by the columns of . Hence, the component that is not represented in beamspace is the projection of the data onto the space orthogonal to , i.e.,
. This implies that the squared error associated with mapping a source at into beamspace is proportional to (2) If the moment orientation is unknown, then we may replace in (2) with the identity matrix. In general, a good will lead to a small error for all in a region of interest (ROI), say . This implies that the columns of approximately span the space defined by the set of forward solutions . This reasoning suggests that one criterion for choosing for use with an arbitrary localization algorithm is to minimize the mean squared representation error (MSRE) over (3) Note that if is customized for a specific subsequent signal processing algorithm, then components of sources that are not exploited by the signal processing algorithm do not need to be represented by . Expanding the integrand using (2), we find that the minimization problem described by (3) is equivalent to the maximization problem (4) where (5) Here, for the known moment case and if the moments are assumed unknown. In practice is computed by approximating the integral with a sum. The solution to (4) is obtained by choosing the columns of as the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of . The corresponding minimum MSRE is given by the sum of the smallest eigenvalues of . A beamspace transformation designed this way effectively spans the same space as the collection of all lead field matrices in the ROI. Consequently, this beamspace transformation is applicable to any source configuration within the ROI, including extended sources.
We normalize the MSRE by the mean energy of sources averaged over to obtain an ROI independent metric for evaluating the representation quality of this beamspace transformation (6) where are the eigenvalues of arranged in descending order. This metric can be interpreted as the fraction of source energy not represented by the beamspace transformation. Values of that are very close to zero indicate that the beamspace transformation accurately represents sources in the ROI. This occurs if corresponds to an approximately low rank matrix. Note that is a "global" metric of performance since it represents average error over the entire ROI.
A local measure of the beamspace transformation's ability to represent sources is given by the ratio of the beamspace to the original source energies at each location (7) Note that each column of the beamspace transformation may be viewed as a spatial filter.
describes the normalized sum of the gains of the individual columns of to the source and, thus, represents the effective spatial filtering function of the beamspace transformation. An ideal is exactly one on the ROI (passband) and exactly zero elsewhere (stopband). While a value near unity in the ROI is obtained by choosing such that is near zero, in general the response outside the ROI is nonzero, as the examples in Section III-A-1 illustrate.
There are many different criteria that could be chosen to design the beamspace transformation, some of which may be customized to the specific application. For example, if correlated sources are present in a known region outside the ROI, then the beamspace transformation could be chosen to minimize the average gain in the correlated source region subject to a constraint on the average MSRE in the ROI [see (3) ] to suppress the effect of the correlated sources on localization in the ROI. Dalal, et al. [25] recently demonstrated a closely related idea of using null constraints with MVB to suppress correlated activity in one hemisphere for auditory evoked response data. Similar ideas can be used to design beamspace transformations that attenuate external interference such as heart beats. Toward this end, Talu, et al. [24] obtain a basis for signals that originate from within a sphere enclosing the brain. A variety of additional criteria that could be applied to beamspace transformation design are given in [23] . Note that in order to preserve the reduction in statistical variability associated with mapping into beamspace, should be chosen in a data-independent fashion. If is designed from the data, then the randomness in will introduce an additional degree of variability to the subsequent localization algorithm that may negate the potential benefits of reducing the dimension of the source localization problem.
B. Beamspace Source Localization Algorithms
Beamspace source localization algorithms operate on the beamspace data . In general they are identical to their sensor space counterparts, with the exception that the lead field matrix must be mapped into beamspace to obtain . Let the columns of be an orthonormal basis for the space spanned by the columns of . The rank of is three in general, although if a spherical head model is used in an MEG application the rank is two. A source is modeled as where is a unit-norm vector that describes the unknown moment orientation with respect to the basis for the beamspace lead field matrix. The algorithms presented in the following subsections assume the moment orientation or is fixed but unknown. We only present beamspace versions of the algorithms for a dipolar model. It is straightforward to extend the algorithms to other parametric models for the spatial component of the signal, including rotating dipoles. Sensor space versions of the algorithms are obtained using . Define the beamspace-time data matrix for the th epoch as (8) We concatenate the data from all epochs into an by matrix (9) The sample covariance matrix of the beamspace data is expressed as (10) (11) Source localization in all three algorithms is based on finding the minimum or maximum of a data dependent cost function. The search for an extremum is performed by first evaluating the cost function on the surface of the cortex, which is determined from the subject's magnetic resonance image using the FreeSurfer package [26] . In the second stage the source location is refined using a bounded unconstrained numerical optimization initialized with the extremum found on the cortical surface.
1) MLDF:
The MLDF approach of Dogandzic and Nehorai [10] exploits the temporal multiepoch structure of evoked response data to estimate the spatial noise covariance matrix from the samples of data that are being localized, thus avoiding the assumption that the noise statistics are identical prestimulus and poststimulus.
Assuming the signal to be localized is identical in each epoch, we express where is the signal component. We further assume that we are localizing a single dipolar source and that the temporal evolution of the signal lies in a known frequency band so that is expressed as (12) where the (or ) matrix represents unknown amplitude parameters and the columns of the matrix are a known basis for the temporal evolution of the signal. In this paper we use knowledge of the frequency band of interest to construct following the procedure presented in [27] . Dogandzic and Nehorai [10] consider two different models for the temporal basis-one in which the temporal basis is completely unstructured and estimated from the data, and a second in which the temporal basis is a function of several unknown parameters that are estimated in the maximum likelihood procedure. Our approach of using the frequency band of interest to determine a fixed is shown to be very effective with real data in the related problem of estimating [27] .
Since the signal component is repeated in each epoch, we write (13) The signal component is rewritten using (12) as where the multiepoch temporal basis matrix . We assume the columns of the noise matrices are independent, identically distributed zero-mean Gaussian random vectors with unknown covariance matrix. This implies that noise is spatially colored and approximately white temporally. The signal amplitude matrix and noise covariance matrix are nuisance parameters that must be estimated in order to obtain the maximum likelihood estimate of the source location .
Substituting the maximum likelihood estimates of the noise spatial covariance matrix and signal amplitude parameters into the likelihood function (see [10] , [28] ) results in the following problem for obtaining the maximum likelihood estimate of (14) where we have defined the following quantities: (15) and (16) Here, where the columns of the matrix are an orthonormal basis for the space orthogonal to that spanned by the columns of . Thus, contains only noise and is proportional to the spatial sample covariance matrix of the noise (see, e.g, [27] ). Localization is achieved by finding the that minimizes the cost function in (14) .
2) MUSIC: The MUSIC algorithm uses the data to estimate a signal plus noise subspace and the noise only subspace. The fact that forward solutions corresponding to sources in the data are orthogonal to the noise only subspace is exploited to obtain a cost function whose peaks represent estimated source locations. Identification of the noise only subspace is performed using the singular value decomposition of the beamspace data matrix or equivalently from the eigendecomposition of the beamspace sample covariance matrix
. If the noise is spatially white, then the noise only space is spanned by the left singular/eigen vectors associated with the smallest singular/eigen values. We collect these singular/eigen vectors into a unitary matrix . Methods for determining the number of noise only singular/eigen vectors are discussed in [1] . In practice the noise is often colored and MUSIC may be preceded by a whitening step based on an estimated noise covariance matrix [3] . We use defined in (16) to spatially whiten the data before calculating the MUSIC function.
We choose the unknown moment orientation to maximize the orthogonality between the noise subspace and the signal component where is an orthonormal basis for the whitened, beamspace leadfield matrix . This results in the MUSIC cost function (17) where is the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix . In this paper we consider localizing a single source, so we choose the source location as the that maximizes . 3) MVB: MVB localizes the source based on the output power of a spatial filter constrained to pass activity from a location of interest while minimizing the variance at the filter output. The location of interest is scanned to produce a metric of source activity as a function of location. Let denote the beamspace spatial filter weights for location . The MVB spatial filter is obtained by solving (18) where is unknown. The variance or power at the beamspace spatial filter output is expressed as a function of as (19) where is the beamspace data covariance matrix. In practice is unknown, so we approximate using the sample covariance matrix . The unknown moment orientation is chosen to maximize subject to the constraint , which results in (20) where is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix . Localization is usually performed by finding the maxima of a normalized version of the spatial filter output power. Several different normalization methods have been proposed [4] , [6] , [29] . In this paper, we normalize by the estimated output power due to the noise to obtain the localization cost function (21) where is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix and is defined in (16) . Note that is proportional to the spatial filter output power if the data consists of only noise. We choose this particular metric because it appeares to give the best overall results with the data set used in Section III. Localization of a single source is performed by finding the that maximizes .
III. RESULTS
The cortical surface of the subject is extracted from a magnetic resonance image of the subject's brain using the FreeSurfer software [26] . The pial surface is used for both defining the ROI employed to design the beamspace transformation and to constrain the initial scanning phase of the source localization algorithms. Two different MEG systems are employed to illustrate beam space design, the 74 channel Magnes II Biomagnetometer in the University of Wisconsin Biomagnetism Laboratory and a 248 channel Magnes 3600 Whole Head system. The subject data used to evaluate beamspace localization performance is collected using the 74 channel Magnes II Biomagnetometer in a magnetically shielded room. The 74-channel system is composed of two separate 37-channel dewars. The lead field matrices are calculated for the 74-channel system using a dual symmetrical spherical shell model, with one sphere for each 37-channel sensor set [30] . The best fit for the sphere locations is determined based on head shape information collected during data acquisition. A single sphere model is used for the 248-channel system.
A. Beamspace Transformation Design
We consider several different ROIs to illustrate the degree of dimension reduction that can be obtained with the design procedure presented in Section II-A. Fig. 1 depicts the left hemisphere of the subject with the somatosensory and auditory ROIs shaded. The normalized MSRE defined in (6) is depicted as a function of beamspace dimension in Fig. 2 assuming the ROI is the entire left hemisphere. Note that knowledge of the moment orientation does not significantly change the normalized MSRE. A normalized MSRE of 0.1% is obtained when and for the 74-and 248-channel configurations, respectively. Fig. 3 depicts the normalized MSRE as a function of beamspace dimension when the ROI is in the auditory or somatosensory cortex. In this case a normalized MSRE of 0.1% is obtained for the somatosensory ROI when for both the 74-and 248-channel configurations. The auditory ROI requires to achieve normalized MSRE of 0.1% for both 74-channel and 248-channel configurations. Again, use of the moment orientation does not have a significant impact on the normalized MSRE. Note that the required beamspace dimension for a given normalized MSRE is not directly proportional to the number of spatial channels in the MEG system. Example spatial filtering functions defined in (7) for the unknown moment somatosensory ROI beamspace transformations are depicted in Fig. 4 . The spatial filtering function is near unity within the ROI, implying perfect source representation over the entire somatosensory region in all cases.
The effectiveness of the beamspace transformation design procedure is further illustrated by comparing the sensor space and beamspace MVB cost functions for a localization scenario in which the true data covariance matrix is known. Use of the known data covariance matrix represents the asymptotic case where the covariance matrix is perfectly estimated. Hence, any difference between the sensor space and beamspace cost functions is not associated with covariance matrix estimation effects, but instead is solely a consequence of the beamspace transformation discarding information. Two dipolar sources are placed in the somatosensory region and spatially white noise is added to the data. The MVB cost function (21) is evaluated on the somatosensory region for the 74-channel Magnes II configuration. Fig. 5 depicts the 74-channel sensor space cost function, a cost function based on the beamspace transformation with response depicted in Fig. 4(c) , and two ad hoc "beamspace" cost functions-one where only the 37 channels positioned over the left hemisphere are used, and a second where the 13 channels with the strongest measured signal power are used. There is no visual difference between MVB cost functions for the 74-channel sensor space and the beamspace transformation designed as described in Section II-A. However, the cost functions for the two-dimension reduction methods based on throwing away some sensor channels [ Fig. 5(c), (d) ] shows significant loss of resolution.
1) Beamspace Source Localization Performance:
The source localization performance of the beamspace MLDF, MUSIC, and MVB algorithms is compared to their sensor space counterparts using evoked response data collected with the 74-channel Magnes II Biomagnetometer. The right index finger of a healthy adult female is stimulated with a pneumatic stimulus generator, which applies a pressure pulse. Three-hundred 500-ms epochs are collected at a 520.8-Hz sampling rate. Each epoch includes 100 ms prestimulus intervals. Online 0.1-Hz high-pass and 100-Hz low-pass filters are used during data collection. The data used for MUSIC and MVB localization is filtered offline with a 4th order zero phase Butterworth filter having a 1-to 30-Hz passband. The data used for MLDF localization is not filtered offline since the temporal basis vectors in effectively function as filters for the signal component of the data. Fig. 6 depicts the average of all 300 epochs of the data in butterfly format after offline filtering and identifies the portions of the data used for source localization.
The performance of all three sensor space and beamspace algorithmsisevaluatedasafunctionofthenumberofdatasamples by using 100, 150, and 300 epochs of data for source localization. Furthermore, beamspace algorithms are also evaluated with only 50 epochs. All of the beamspace algorithms employ the transformation designed for the somatosensory ROI as described in the previous subsection and whose response is illustrated in Fig. 4(c) . Two different data selection procedures are evaluated for each scenario: using a single time sample from each epoch near the peak of the average response (single time point (ST) in Fig. 6 ) and using 21 time samples from each epoch in the range 67.2-105.6 ms [multiple time point (MT)] in Fig. 6 ). The boostrap [21] , [22] method is used to assess the variability of the estimated source location for each combination of algorithms and number of epochs. Bootstrapping is a procedure for generating sample statistics from a single data set by resampling the data set with replacement. In this paper the available 300 epochs of data are resampled with replacement 1000 times for each algorithm/number of epochs combination to obtain an estimate of the mean source location and the variability of the localization algorithm about the mean.
We use defined in (16) and computed using all 300 epochs of data to account for the effects of spatially colored noise in MUSIC and MVB. This avoids the assumption that the noise statistics are the same prestimulus and poststimulus, since is calculated from the signal-free component of the data on the same time interval as the source of interest.
The noise subspace dimension in the sensor space version of MUSIC is chosen as 70 using the procedure given in [1] , [2] . This corresponds to 94.6% of the available dimensions. In beamspace MUSIC the noise subspace dimension is chosen as 12, which represents 92.3% of the available dimensions and approximately corresponds to the sensor space dimension ratio. Our experience indicates that keeping the ratio of noise subspace dimension to available dimensions approximately constant gives good results for beamspace MUSIC. If the beamspace noise subspace dimension is too small, for example, as occurs with a constant signal plus noise subspace dimension, then spurious peaks result in the MUSIC cost function.
The primary purpose of this study is to compare the variability of the source location estimates for sensor and beamspace algorithms. Fig. 7 depicts the results of performing 1000 bootstrap localizations for sensor and beamspace versions of all three algorithms using the ST case and different numbers of epochs. The scatter of the localizations shown in Fig. 7 provides a qualitative assessment of variability. Variability is quantitatively assessed by calculating the mean source location over all 1000 bootstrap resamples and then recording the distance from all 1000 estimates to the mean location. Note that the mean location is potentially different for each scenario. Figs. 8-10 present the percentages of the 1000 resamples that are localized within 1 cm of the mean location as a function of the number of epochs for MLDF, MUSIC, and MVB algorithms, respectively. This measures localization consistency for each estimator across the resamples. The 50 epoch sensor space results for MVB and MLDF are not computed because the estimated covariance matrix is singular. In this case the sensor space MVB and MLDF algorithms cannot be evaluated because the covariance matrix is not invertible.
Figs. [8] [9] [10] show that the consistency of the localization estimates is improved by beamspace processing in all cases. The greatest improvement occurs with small numbers of epochs, and considerably less improvement is evident when 300 epochs are employed. The relative performance of MT versus ST and beamspace versus sensor space varies across the three algorithms and is addressed in the following section. The mean source locations for all three algorithms in the ST 300 epoch case are depicted in Fig. 11 . This case has the least variability averaged across all three algorithms. The mean source locations in the beamspace case are very close to each other and are located between the somatosensory and primary motor cortices, consistent with physiological expectations. While the mean source location is different for each algorithm and MT/ST-epochs combination, in general, the mean source locations tend to shift anterior for MUSIC and MVB and posterior for MLDF in the cases with greater variability.
We also evaluated the variability for source location estimates constrained to the cortical surface, that is, prior to performing the bounded unconstrained numerical optimization step. The constrained estimates show greater variability about the mean, and the source locations are not as physically consistent with somatosensory anatomy as the unconstrained estimates.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Beamspace Transformation Design
The transformation design procedure described in Section II-A provides large reductions in dimension for anatomically meaningful regions. The primary differences between the cases depicted in Fig. 4 lies in the response external to the ROI. As increases, the gain of the beamspace transformation external to the region increases. That is, reduced MSRE in the region is obtained at the expense of reduced spatial selectivity. The beamspace transformation for both 74-and 248-channel configurations passes signals from a fairly large region of the brain surrounding the somatosensory region. This suggests that the results are not likely to be sensitive to modest errors in registering the cortical surface or in choosing the ROI. That is, sources outside, but not too distant from the ROI are likely to be detected. This property is a negative attribute if sources outside the ROI are considered interference.
The ROI-based beamspace approach proposed here can be employed in the absence of prior information regarding the region of the brain of interest by using a variety of strategies. One is to tile the entire cortex with ROIs and perform beamspace processing in parallel on each. Another is a coarse-to-fine strategy where the ROI is successively refined based on the results of initial processing using a very large ROI.
The ratio of the number of statistically independent data samples to sample covariance matrix dimension is the primary factor affecting source localization variance. Note that sampling in time does not usually generate an equal number of statistically independent samples, especially if the data is filtered, since filtering causes successive samples to be correlated. As a rule of thumb, the ratio of independent data samples to covariance matrix dimension should exceed at least three to obtain reasonable performance (e.g., [4] , [11] , and [12] ) with MVB. Consequently, beamspace transformations that significantly reduce the dimension potentially lead to dramatic performance improvements for limited data scenarios. For example, using the beamspace for the somatosensory region with the 248 channel Magnes 3600 Whole Head system results in a potential 19-fold reduction in data requirements under this rule of thumb. Even with limited prior information and choosing the ROI to be the entire hemisphere, a factor of 6 reduction (from 248 to 58) is obtained. Note that use of the local moment orientation does not significantly reduce the dimension of the beamspace transformation for anatomically significant ROIs. This is because the cortical surface is sufficiently convoluted that the orientation varies dramatically over the ROI, and consequently the moment effectively sweeps out the entire space spanned by the lead field matrices.
The spatial selectivity of the beamspace transformation is traded against source representation fidelity in the ROI by adjusting . Using smaller values of leads to increased representation error within the ROI, which can result performance degradation relative to sensor space algorithms in the asymptotic case, when the covariance matrix is known.
On the other hand, decreasing increases the attenuation experienced by activity that is outside the ROI, which can be beneficial for a number of reasons. For example, the MLDF algorithm used here assumes there is only a single source in the data. If the beamspace transformation sufficiently attenuates sources external to the ROI, then the single source assumption is relaxed to there only being one source in the ROI. Similarly, MVB is known to fail with correlated sources. If a correlated source located external to the ROI is sufficiently attenuated by the beamspace transformation, then beamspace MVB will correctly localize within the ROI [20] . However, design of highly selective transformations generally requires more precise prior information regarding expected source locations.
There are significant advantages to choosing the beamspace transformation in an optimal manner relative to ad hoc dimension reduction schemes such as throwing away sensor channels. Ad hoc methods generally result in asymptotic (known covariance matrix) performance loss. The transformation design procedure presented here minimizes the MSRE over a specified ROI for a given beamspace dimension. Other optimality criteria could be profitably employed for beamspace transformation design, especially if additional information, such as known locations of sources external to the ROI, is available.
B. Beamspace Source Localization Performance
The primary purpose of this study is to show that beamspace processing provides significant reductions in estimated source location variance. This conclusion is clearly demonstrated using the bootstrap method for all cases. The results also illustrate differences between the three different algorithms and two data selection procedures.
Note that SNR can be traded against the quantity of data for a given level of mean square localization error. That is, as SNR increases, the number of independent data samples required for a given mean square localization error decreases. Also, if the SNR and available data drop sufficiently low, the localization cost function is dominated by noise and estimated source locations are distributed throughout the brain in a random fashion. Threshold phenomena are common with modest SNR, that is, a small decrease in SNR may result in a large increase in mean square error [31] . The beamspace SNR is generally greater than the sensor space SNR because the beamspace transformation has negligible representation error for the signal and attenuates the noise that lies outside the space spanned by the columns of the transformation. Beamspace processing effectively increases the amount of data by reducing its dimension. Each algorithm has a different performance versus SNR and data sample tradeoff, a fact which is supported by our results. Now consider the comparison between ST and MT cases. It appears at first glance that the MT case has significantly more data with which to estimate the noise subspace and covariance matrix. However, the MT case has only a slightly greater effective number of independent data samples than the ST case because the data is filtered. Note that a white low pass random process with 30-Hz bandwidth requires more than 33.3 ms or 17 samples to reach the first null in its correlation function. Hence, the 21 samples used in the MT case for MUSIC and MVB are very strongly correlated and, thus, constitute approximately 1.2 statistically independent observations per epoch. MLDF employs data with 100-Hz bandwidth for covariance matrix estimation and, thus, the MT case has approximately 2.1 statistically independent observations per epoch. The covariance matrix estimate for the MT case is, thus, at least as stable as the ST case since it has more data.
However, assuming the noise is stationary over the MT interval and the signal amplitude is approximated by the average depicted in Fig. 6 , we conclude that the MT case has a lower effective SNR than ST because it estimates the sample covariance matrix by averaging over data on each side of the peak value of the evoked signal. If the signal component in the MT interval is approximated as a half cycle of a sinusoid, then the average signal power is 3 dB less than the peak power. This suggests that the difference in SNR between ST and MT could be several dB. Thus, performance differences are a consequence of MT having more data, but lower SNR.
Beamspace processing provides dramatic performance improvement with MLDF in both the ST and MT cases as shown in Fig. 8 . The MLDF cost function for the ST sensor space case is well below threshold and results in randomly distributed source location estimates on the cortex, as illustrated in Fig. 7(a) . In contrast, the beamspace ST estimates are very tightly clustered, even in the 50 epoch case. Note that the MT estimates are less variable than the ST estimates. This suggests that doubling the amount of data more than offsets the SNR loss, at least for the signal and noise levels in this data set.
MUSIC relies on separation between the estimated signal plus noise and noise only subspaces. With sufficient SNR, the subspaces converge much faster than the sample covariance matrix. Hence, sensor space MUSIC demonstrates much less variability than sensor space MLDF (or MVB) in the ST case, and beamspace MUSIC offers significant improvement relative to sensor space MUSIC only in the low data, 50 epoch scenario. However, with the lower SNR of the MT case, the subspaces are not estimated as well and higher variability results. In this case beamspace MUSIC has significantly less variability than sensor space MUSIC even with larger numbers of epochs. These results suggest that the higher SNR of the ST case more than offsets the reduction of data for MUSIC with this data set. Fig. 10 shows that beamspace processing also results in significant reductions in estimator variability for MVB, especially when the number of epochs is less than 300. Note that MT is less variable than ST for sensor space processing, except for 300 epochs. In contrast, ST is less variable than MT in beamspace. These observations are explained as follows. In the 100 and 150 epoch sensor space cases the available data is small relative to the dimension, and increasing the amount of data by approximately 20% more than offsets the SNR loss of the MT case. However, in the 300 epoch sensor space case and in all the beamspace cases the amount of data is large relative to the dimension. Thus, increasing the amount of data by approximately 20% has much less impact on performance than increasing the SNR.
V. SUMMARY
Beamspace processing involves using a linear transformation to map the sensor space data into a lower dimensional space prior to applying a source localization (or other) algorithm. A procedure for designing a beamspace transformation that optimally represents a ROI is described and shown to be effective with common source localization algorithms. This design leads to significant reductions in dimension for meaningful anatomic structures.
Beamspace source localization offers the potential for significant reductions in estimated source location variability for algorithms that rely on estimated second order statistics or related quantities, especially in scenarios with limited data. The reduced variability of beamspace localization is illustrated for MLDF, MUSIC, and MVB by bootstrapping somatosensory data. While the exact benefit depends on the algorithm, SNR and amount of data, the performance improvement can be dramatic, especially when the SNR is low and a small number of independent data samples are available. 
